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This is my major space one which is the food court area. Visual one shows the perspective view of a 
human standing in front of the main entrance and looking towards the main till/serving area.  And 
visual two shows a perspective of a person sitting on the booth area looking towards the outdoor 

section. 

As shown on the pictures the interior style of this food court is very minimal and modern. I have 
used marble for most of the flooring in the food court area and added some statement with a 
little bit of wooden finishing. Then I have used sustainable wood to create partitions and adding a 
little bit privacy without actually adding a solid wall to divide the space. I have also used the same 
style of wood partitions on the wall as a wall décor, so that it all blends nicely together. Furniture 
wise they are very simple and minimal. I have gone for very neutral wooden colour palette and 
added a little pop of colour with the green velvet sofas and chairs. Lastly I used handmade wooden 

lampshades which gives a little bit of traditional aesthetic to the space.

Since I have a small building so I have two measure spaces, this is my second major space, and 
for this I have chosen the outdoor area, because the outdoor area has a big statement piece which 
is connected to one of my main concept of this project. So after failing for few times I ended up 
creating this shape which still looks like a tree but it’s not exactly what I wanted. For making these 
structures I have used wooden bars and for the glass I have used a very strong tempered glass with 

green tint.

Apart from that, the outdoor flooring is all concrete with wavy shapes of grass. And lastly I have 
added some fence on the wall for some wall art details. Furniture wise, I have used simple furniture 

which are suitable for outdoor.
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This is my final 2D fully rendered plan. This plan helps to understand the 
texture and colour palette of the space better. 

Starting with the food court, straight ahead of the entrance there is the 
service point, and just a few steps behind that there is the main till/serving 
area. Just at the back of it there is the back house kitchen. Coming back 
to the main food court area the choice of colour pallet and the interior 
style of the décor and the tables and chairs is very modern and minimal, 
which will be more clear in the future visuals of the space. Just standing 
at the food court facing the till, on the right hand side there is the main 
teaching kitchen area, and again right hand side of that is the exit, which 
leads towards the main lounge and reception area. And lastly there is a big 
outdoor area and also customers toilets, the office and extra storage area. 
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